SENATE ACTION(SESSION)

Nominations Advise and Consent:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
  Steven Perskie, of Margate.
  James Farber, of Lafayette.
  Martin Cronin, of Westfield.
  Thomas Scully, of Fair Haven.
  Ronald Lee Reisner, of Oceanport.
  Susan Maven, of Absecon.
  Ronald Hoffman, of Island Heights.
  Thomas McCormack, of Roseland.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS IN CHILDREN RELIEF FUND COMMISSION:
  Carl W. Underland, MSW, MBA, of Haddonfield.
  Howard M. Weinberg, DO, of Voorhees, to replace Jeffrey R. Boscamp, MD, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE DELAWARE RIVER AND BAY AUTHORITY:
  Edward W. Dorn, D.MIN., THD, of Pedricktown.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MERIT SYSTEM BOARD:
  Flavella Branham-Benjamin, of Aberdeen.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY PUBLIC BROADCASTING AUTHORITY:
  Steven C. Fiske, MD, of West Orange.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS:
  Arthur Factor, M.D., of Highland Park, to replace Leonard Fisher.
  Anna M. Aschkenes, of Jamesburg.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE:
  Torrey Reade, of Salem, to replace John Coombs, resigned.
  Stephen Perrine Dey, II, DVM, of Allentown, to replace Gary Mount.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE:
  Henry D. Dubois, Jr., of Pittsgrove, to replace William Griffin.
  Andrew Borsiuk, Jr., of Vernon, to replace Milton Eachus.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION:
  Robert P. Haney, Jr., of Holmdel, to replace Thelma Napoleon-Smith, resigned.
Nominations Advise and Consent: (cont’d)

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMMISSION:

Nicholas P. Gacos, of Metuchen.
Veleria N. Lawson, of Manalapan, to replace Howard Beyer, resigned.
Jody Levinson, of Hillsborough.
Robert A. Munyan, of Manasquan, to replace Frank Lehr.
Jane Oates, of Lambertville, to replace Jeanne Oswald, Ph.D.
Gail Davis, of Newark.
Tapas K. Sen, Ph.D., of Mountain Lakes, to replace Velvet Miller, Ph.D.
Michael F. Cantwell, of Hamilton.
Jo Ann Trezza, of Madison.
Carolyn Carter Wade, of Trenton.
Robert J. Gamgort, of Mendham, to replace John J. Gallagher, Jr., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE LOTTERY COMMISSION:

Robert James D’Anton, of Toms River.

TO BE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES:

Kimberly S. Ricketts, M. ED., of Highland Park, to replace Kevin M. Ryan, resigned.

Bills Introduced:

S2300 Bucco,A Site remediation-concerns REF SEN
S2301 Ciesla,A Boating accident, leaving scene-penal. REF SLP
S2302 Scutari,N Landscape prof.-concerns lic. REF SCM
S2303 Oroho,S PFRS , elective pub. off.-concern retir. REF SSG
S2304 Oroho,S/Buono,B Emerg. veh.-concerns warrants REF SCM
S2305 Oroho,S/Bucco,A Black bear hunting-concerns REF SEN
S2306 Oroho,S/Bucco,A Highlands Region-concerns REF SEN
S2307 Gordon,R Health benf. plans-concerns REF SCM
SJR63 Gordon,R High Sch. Voter Regis. Wk last wk in May REF SED
SR96 Oroho,S Armed forces memb. -prov. voting info. REF SSG

Motions:

S2130 Codey,R/Buono,B+5 Corp. bus. tax operating loss-concerns To Sa (Kyrillos)
S2130 Codey,R/Buono,B+5 Corp. bus. tax operating loss-concerns To Table (21-17) (Sweeney)

Bills Passed:

A562 Acs (ACS)  Dancer,R+1 St. MVs, surplus-concerns (38-0)
A786 Aca w/GR (2R) Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Cigarettes, cert.-concerns (38-0)
A1113 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Burzichelli,J+3 Superintendents of sch.-concerns (38-0)
A1498 Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D+16 Daniel Mackay’s Law-death by mv (38-0)
A2231 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Pou,N+2 Organized Retail Theft Task Force-estab. (37-0)
A2232 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Coutinho,A+2 Hall of Fame project-concerns (38-0)
A2731 Aca (2R) Wisniewski,J/Greenstein,L+13 Traffic decisions-concerns co., mun auth (38-0)
A2871 Aca (1R) Love,S/Moriarty,P+11 Lease termination-domestic abuse victim (37-0)
A2975 AcaSca (2R) Cryan,J/Moriarty,P+8 Emp. contracts, cert.-review, approval (38-0)
AJR60 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Lampitt,P+3 Blindness Awareness Mo-desig Oct each yr (38-0)
AJR76 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Ramos,R+6 Hispanic Heritage Mo-Sept 15 thru Oct 15 (38-0)
S70 Rice,R Charter sch. bd. of trustee memb-concern (31-5)
S110 Scs (SCS) Weinberg,L/Buono,B+1 Sch emp/bus driv-revise crim hist checks (38-0)
S336 Kea n,S/Adler,J+2 Fishing gear on artificial reefs-proh. (32-4)
S630 Sca (1R) Vitale,J+1 Sr. tenants-concerns rent control (22-16)
S802 Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+4 Deer hunting w/bow & arrow-auth. Sundays (32-6)
S856 Kyrillos,J/Girgenti,J+2 Law enforcement off. impersonation-crime (38-0)
S1082 Ciesla,A/Van Drew,J+1 Parking-concerns (36-1)
S1175 Rice,R After sch. activities-concerns (34-2)
S1374 Vitale,J/Madden,F Sept. 11 Remembrance Day-desig. (38-0)
**Bills Passed: (cont’d)**

S2062 Stack,B/Cunningham,S+1 Sr. cit. prop. tax-estab. grace periods (37-0)
S2127 Sca (1R) Codey,R/Turner,S+2 Sch. dist. emp.-concerns tuition asst. (34-0)
S2130 Codey,R/Buono,B+5 Corp. bus. tax operating loss-concerns (38-0)
S2162 Sca (1R) Cunningham,S+1 Wastewater treatment sys-concerns grants (38-0)
S2252 Buono,B/Allen,D+1 Heritage Tourism Task Force-concerns (39-0)
SCR98 Allen,D/Madden,F+1 Prematurity Awareness Mo.-declares Nov. (38-0)
SJR27 Van Drew,J Sunset Lake Hydrofest-Gov’s cup Series (38-0)
SJR31 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Girgenti,J+1 Drunk Driv. Awareness Mo-Dec. of each yr (36-0)
SJR60 Sca (1R) Kean,T/Baroni,B Pregnancy & Infant Loss Remembrance Day (38-0)

**Bills Substituted:**

A1113 Ac (1R) Cryan,J/Burzichelli,J+3 Superintendent of sch.-concerns SUB FOR S1898
A1498 Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D+16 Daniel Mackay's Law-death by mv SUB FOR S564
A2231 Ac (1R) Cryan,J/Pou,N+2 Organized Retail Theft Task Force-estab. SUB FOR S1337 (1R)
A2232 Ac (1R) Cryan,J/Coutinho,A+2 Hall of Fame project-concerns SUB FOR S1768 (1R)
A2731 Ac (2R) Wisniewski,J/Greenstein,L+13 Traffic decisions-concerns co., mun auth SUB FOR S1908 (1R)
A2871 Ac (1R) Love,S/Moriarty,P+11 Lease termination-domestic abuse victim SUB FOR S1894 (1R)
A2975 Ac (2R) Cryan,J/Moriarty,P+8 Emp. contracts, cert.-review, approval SUB FOR S2160
A3204 Roberts,J/DeCroce,A+4 Jt. Leg. Comm., Ethical Standards-memb. SUB FOR S2128
AJR60 Ac (1R) Greenwald,L/Lampitt,P+3 Blindness Awareness Mo-desig Oct each yr SUB FOR SJR64
AJR76 Ac (1R) Cryan,J/Ramos,R+6 Hispanic Heritage Mo-Sept 15 thru Oct 15 SUB FOR S3R38 (1R)
S564 Sweeney,S/Buoco,A+1 Daniel Mackay's Law-death by mv SUB BY A1498
S1337 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P+1 Organized Retail Theft Task Force-estab. SUB BY A2231 (1R)
S1768 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Kyrillos,J Hall of Fame project-concerns SUB BY A2232 (1R)
S1894 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Reed,D+2 Lease termination-domestic abuse victim SUB BY A2871 (1R)
S1898 Turner,S+1 Superintendent of sch.-concerns SUB BY A1113 (1R)
S1908 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Oroho,S+2 Traffic decisions-concerns co., mun auth SUB BY A2731 (2R)
S2128 Codey,R/Lance,L Jt. Leg. Comm., Ethical Standards-memb. SUB BY A3204
S2160 Turner,S+1 Emp. contracts, cert.-review, approval SUB BY A2975 (2R)
SJR38 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Ruiz,M+3 Hispanic Heritage Mo-Sept 15 thru Oct 15 SUB BY AJR76 (1R)
SJR64 Buono,B Blindness Awareness Mo-desig Oct each yr SUB BY AJR60 (1R)

**Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:**

S544 Sa (1R) Girgenti,J Health Enterprise Zone law-amends (33-2) (Girgenti)
S692 Sa (1R) Cunningham,S/Ruiz,M+6 Lifeline benf.-prov cost of living incr. (31-0) (Cunningham)
S809 ScaSa (2R) Sweeney,S/Oroho,S+2 Firearms-concerns (22-0) (Sweeney)
S1106 Sa (1R) Buono,B/Beck,J+7 Stalking-concerns (34-0) (Buono)
S1299 Sa (1R) Smith,B Wind and solar fac.-concerns location (34-0) (Smith)
S1579 ScaSa (2R) Van Drew,J/Madden,F+2 Vet. unclaimed cremains-concerns (31-0) (Van Drew)
S1819 ScaSaSa (3R) Kean,S Jewelry, used-concerns sale (32-0) (Kean, S)

**Bills Returned Second Reading/Substitute:**

S207 ScaSS (SS) Singer,R/Adler,J Absentee ballots, college resid-concerns (31-0) (Singer)

**Bills Given Second Reading w/Governor's Recommendation:**

S1918 ScaSca w/GR (SCS/2R) Sarlo,P/Madden,F+3 Workers comp.-concerns fraud (38-0)

**Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:**

S1066 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Sarlo,P High performance green bldg.-financing REP/SCA
S1365 Oroho,S Jersey Fresh-encourage purch. by St. REP
S1816 Lesniak,R Farmland preserv. prop.-concerns REP

**Bills Referred/SBA:**

S1066 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Sarlo,P High performance green bldg.-financing
Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S2080 Bateman,C Saltwater fishing lic.-concerns FROM SEN

Co-Sponsors Added:

S157 (Oroho,S) Bd. of ed. memb.-background check
S222 (Kean,S) PERS-concerns accidental disab. benf.
S564 (Ruiz,M) Daniel Mackay's Law-death by mv
S630 Sca (1R) (Stack,B) Sr. tenants-concerns rent control
S667 (Buono,B) Security, Finan. Empowerment Act-creates
S692 Sa (1R) (Stack,B; Allen,D; Beck,J; Turner,S) Lifeline benf.-prov cost of living incr.
S709 (Madden,F) Sch. fac.-concerns temperature control
S802 (Haines,P; Kyrillos,J) Deer hunting w/bow & arrow-auth. Sundays
S856 (Stack,B; Haines,P) Law enforcement off. impersonation-crime
S951 (Bateman,C) Sch. buses-extends useful life
S1255 (Oroho,S) Co agriculture devel bds-alt voting memb
S1337 Sca (1R) (Girgenti,J) Organized Retail Theft Task Force-estab.
S1488 (Kean,S) In-person wagering at casinos-permits
S1537 (Kyrillos,J) Energy savings contracts-concerns
S1607 Sca (1R) (Oroho,S) UEZ Jobs Scholarship Act-estab.
S1730 (Bateman,C) Sch. bus, svc. life-concerns
S1748 (Adler,J) Capital gain tax qual excl-mil personnel
S1836 (Kyrillos,J) Co. prosecutor-concerns expenses
S1894 Sca (1R) (Stack,B; Ruiz,M) Lease termination-domestic abuse victim
S1898 (Beck,J) Superintendents of sch.-concerns
S1908 Sca (1R) (Stack,B; Baroni,B) Traffic decisions-concerns co., mun auth
S1968 (Bateman,C) Plenary retail consumption lic.-concerns
S2033 (Madden,F) Emerg. hosp. evacuations-concerns
S2062 (Baroni,B) Sr. cit. prop. tax-estab. grace periods
S2071 (Kean,S) Epilepsy drugs-concerns substitution
S2130 (Beck,J; Kyrillos,J; Oroho,S) Corp. bus. tax operating loss-concerns
S2151 (Sacco,N) Novelty lighters-proh. sale
S2154 (Madden,F) Vet.-cert. prov. allowance incr.
S2155 (Cunningham,S; Kean,S; Sweeney,S; Weinberg,L) PRFS accidental death benf.-enhances
S2160 (Beck,J) Emp. contracts, cert.-review, approval
S2162 Sca (1R) (Gordon,R) Wastewater treatment sys-concerns grants
S2199 Scs (SCS) (Beck,J) Elections-prov. for adjustment of date
S2252 (Beck,J) Heritage Tourism Task Force-concerns
SCR24 (Madden,F) Disab. vet.-receive civil svc preference
SCR112 (Stack,B) Leg. Code of Ethics, 2008-2009-amends
SRJ38 Sa (1R) (Stack,B) Hispanic Heritage Mo-Sept 15 thru Oct 15
SRJ58 (Girgenti,J) Freedom Walk Day-desig.
SR34 (Gordon,R) Climate change in NJ-measure impact

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S77 (Oroho,S) Sex offenders-concerns
S737 (Cunningham,S) Restraining orders-concerns
S867 (Madden,F) Beach access-concerns
S1134 (Madden,F) Defibrillators-req, use in high schools
S1537 (Bateman,C) Energy savings contracts-concerns
S1579 ScaSa (2R) (Madden,F) Vet. unclaimed cremains-concerns
S1785 (Ruiz,M) Court Security Enhancement Fd.-estab.
S1968 (Kean,S) Plenary retail consumption lic.-concerns
S2069 (Kean,S) Land use practices by mun.-concern prov.
S2208 (Sweeney,S) Admin. Procedure Act-revises
S2232 (Lesniak,R) Civil Rights Div. Director-concerns
S2252 (Allen,D) Heritage Tourism Task Force-concerns
S2253 (Ciesla,A) Autobuses, cert.-concerns
SRJ58 (Adler,J) Freedom Walk Day-desig.
SR87 (Oroho,S) Immigration reform-Presid. pass/enforce
Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

A1113 Aca (1R) (Turner,S; Beck,J)  Superintendents of sch.-concerns
A1498  (Sweeney,S; Bucco,A; Ruiz,M)  Daniel Mackay’s Law-death by mv
A2231 Aca (1R) (Sarlo,P; Girgenti,J)  Organized Retail Theft Task Force-estab.
A2232 Aca (1R) (Sarlo,P; Kyrillos,J)  Hall of Fame project-concerns
A2731 AcaAa (2R) (Buono,B; Oroho,S; Haines,P; Stack,B; Baroni,B)  Traffic decisions-concerns co., mun auth
A2871 Aca (1R) (Madden,F; Redd,D; Stack,B; Ruiz,M)  Lease termination-domestic abuse victim
A2975 AcaSca (2R) (Turner,S; Beck,J)  Emp. contracts, cert.-review, approval
AJR60 Aca (1R) (Buono,B)  Blindness Awareness Mo -desig Oct each yr
AJR76 Aca (1R) (Lesniak,R; Ruiz,M; Turner,S; Weinberg,L; Stack,B)  Hispanic Heritage Mo-Sept 15 thru Oct 15

The Senate adjourned at 5:17 P.M. to meet again on Monday, October 27, 2008 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “1” and “2” scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION(QUORUM)

Bills Introduced:

A3320  Dancer,R  Fire dist. budgets-concerns  REF AHO
A3321  Rible,D/Bramnick,J  Deceptive securities practice-addl penal  REF ALP
A3322  Bramnick,J/Rible,D  Uniform Securities Law-concerns penal  REF ALP
A3323  Bramnick,J/Rible,D  Variable annuities-concerns  REF ALP
A3324  Rible,D/Bramnick,J  Uniform Securities Law-concerns penal  REF ALP
A3325  Bramnick,J/Rible,D  Uniform Securities Law-prov. civil penal  REF ALP
A3326  Rible,D/Bramnick,J  Securities investment advisers-regis.  REF ALP
A3327  Polistina,V/Casagrande,C+29  Shop Here, Save Money, Secure Jobs Act  REF AAP
A3328  Handlin,A  Leg., Exec. Branch-reg receipt of things  REF ASG
A3329  Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W  Variable annuities-concerns  REF ALP
A3330  Handlin,A  Sick leave, accumulated-concerns  REF ASG
A3331  Burzichelli,J  Co. prosecutor-concerns expenses  REF AJU
A3332  Johnson,G  Camp. contrib.-req. disclosure  REF ASG
A3333  Chivukula,U  Advanced metering standards-concerns  REF ATU
A3334  Johnson,G  Co. comm.-concerns reorg. mtg.  REF ASG
A3335  Johnson,G  Animal cruelty asst. co prosecutor-estab  REF ALP
A3336  Johnson,G  Asst. prosecutors-concern part-time emp.  REF ALP
A3337  Chivukula,U  Jewelers-concerns registration  REF ARP
A3338  Giblin,T/Wisniewski,J+7  NJT bd.-adds non-voting memb.  REF ATR
A3339  Chivukula,U  On-site generation fac.-concerns  REF ATU
A3340  Wagner,C  NJ Energy Efficient Weekend-estab.  REF AEN
A3341  Doherty,M  MV muffer, noisy-clarifies law  REF ALP
A3342  Doherty,M  EMT-concerns reimb.  REF ALP
A3343  Gusciora,R  Electronic Waste Recycling Act-revises  REF AEN
A3344  Dancer,R  Court hearing, mental health fac-concern  REF AJU
A3345  Amodeo,J/Polistina,V+5  Operation Recognition-expands provisions  REF AMV
A3346  Angelini,M/Rible,D  Toxic Mold Prot. Act of 2008  REF AHE
A3347  Lampitt,P  Solar photovoltaic panels-concerns  REF ATR
A3348  Cryan,J  Stalkers, convicted-e-mail regis. req.  REF AJU
A3349  Greenstein,L  Victim of crim. insane-notify of release  REF AJU
A3350  DeCroce,A/Coyne,D+7  Infrastructure proj.-concerns approval  REF AHO
A3351  Fisher,D  Managed care plans-concern participation  REF AFI
A3352  Milam,M/Albano,N  MV-make left hand turn, one-way street  REF ALP
A3353  Albano,N  Workers comp.-concerns cert. prog.  REF ALA
A3354  Greenstein,L/Watson Coleman,B  Uniform Securities Law-viol., addl penal  REF ALP
A3355  Burzichelli,J  Alco. bev.-estab special lic, cert areas  REF ALP
A3356  Roberts,J  Fitness Prof. Lic. Act  REF ARP
A3357  Diegnan,P  Unemp. comp.-concerns elig.  REF AFA
A3358  Diegnan,P  Wireless telephone use-concerns  REF ATR
A3359  Fisher,D  Farmstead assessment law-revise prov.  REF AAN
A3360  Diegnan,P/Barnes,P+2  Troops to College Prog.-estab  REF AMV
**Bills Introduced:** (cont’d)

A3361    Diegnan,P    Land surveying - concerns   REF AHO
A3362    Merkt,R    Sch. Ethics Comm. - abolishes   REF AED
A3363    Gusciora,R/Voss,J+3    Student truancy - concerns   REF AED
A3364    Diegnan,P/Cruz-Perez,N    Court appointed special advocate prog.   REF AJU
A3366    Milam,M/Albano,N    Uniform Securities Law - treble damages   REF ALP
A3367    Albano,N/Milam,M    Uniform Securities Law - civil penal   REF ALP
A3369    Oliver,S    Obstetric svcs. by health fac. - concerns   REF AHE
A3370    Conaway,H    Speech therapy - req. health insur. cover   REF AFI
A3371    Moriarty,P/Greenwald,L    Hosp. charges - concerns   REF AHE
A3372    Barnes,P/Diegnan,P+5    Construction contracts - prevailing wage   REF AIA
A3373    Diegnan,P/Lampitt,P    NJ STARS, NJ STARS II Prog. - revises   REF AHI
A3374    Wagner,C/Burzichelli,J+18    Econ. Asst. and Recovery Plan - concerns   REF ABD
A3376    Moriarty,P/Voss,J+17    Hosp. charges - concerns   REF AHE
A3378    Schaer,G/Fisher,D+14    Main St. Bus. Asst. Prog. - estab. $50M   REF ABD
A3379    Conaway,H    Speech therapy - req. health insur. cover   REF AFI
A3380    Barnes,P    Hosp. asset transformation progs. - concerns   REF AAP
A3381    Casagrande,C/O'Scanlon,D+3    Toll increases - concerns   REF ATR
A3382    Handlin,A/Angelini,M    Prop. tax relief & reform - legis. encouraged   REF ABD
A3383    Oliver,S/Evans,E    Universal health insur. - enact leg.   REF AHE
A3384    Diegnan,P    Lyme and Tick-borne Disease Prev. Act   REF AHE
A3385    DeAngelo,W/Scalera,F+18    Low Income Home Energy Assistance Prog.   REF ABD
A3386    Rumpf,B/Conaway,H    Sch. children - concerns   REF AAP
A3387    Barnes,P    Hosp asset transformation progs. - concerns   REF AAP
A3388    Casagrande,C/O'Scanlon,D+3    Toll increases - concerns   REF ATR
A3389    Chiakula,U/Karrow,M    Second Unit Housing Auth. Act   REP
A3390    Cryan,J    Vol. firefighters-physician’s cert. req.   REP
A3391    Oliver,S/Conaway,H    Sr. Gold Prescrip Discount Prog. - concerns   REP
A3392    Chivukula,U/Karrow,M    Second Unit Housing Auth. Act   REP
A3393    Munoz,E/Vas,J+1    Sex offenders - bars positions, youth org.   REP
A3394    Albano,N/Vainieri Huttle,V    Pharmacy Qual Improvement/Error Prev Act   REP
A3395    Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V    Traffic ticket surcharge - fd. St DNA prog   REP
A3396    Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+1    Machine gun possession - upgrade crime   REP
A3397    Prieto,V/Rodriguez,C    Dentists, cert-prov continuing ed credit   REP
A3398    Prieto,V/Rodriguez,C    Dentists, cert-prov continuing ed credit   REP
A3399    Watson Coleman,B/Cruz-Perez,N+2    Co. Homelessness Trust Fds. - co. create   REP
A3400    Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V    Traffic ticket surcharge - fd. St DNA prog   REP
A3401    Barbering/hairstyling-create limited lic   REP
A3402    Spencer,L/Schaer,G    Banking-concerns   REP
A3403    Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+1    Machine gun possession - upgrade crime   REP
A3404    Prieto,V/Biondi,P+1    Electrical contracting permit - concerns   REP
A3405    Greenstein,L/Watson Coleman,B    Uniform Securities Law-viol., addl penal   REP
A3406    Milam,M/Albano,N    Uniform Securities Law - treble damages   REP
A3407    Albano,N/Milam,M    Uniform Securities Law - civil penal   REP
A3408    Wagner,C/Burzichelli,J+18    Econ. Asst. and Recovery Plan - concerns   REP

**Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:**

A281 AcaAca (2R)    Schaer,G/Burzichelli,J+4    Foreclosure Rescue Fraud Prev. Act   REP/ACA
A375/1209/1759 Acs (ACS)    Pou,N/Watson Coleman,B+5    Sch. attendance - raises age req.   REP
A559    Dancer,R/Green,J    Admin. of oath concerns   REP
A803 Aca (1R)    Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B+16    MV Owners’ Right to Repair Act   REP/ACA
A827    Chivukula,U/Karrow,M    Second Unit Housing Auth. Act   REP
A1074    Cryan,J    Vol. firefighters-physician’s cert. req.   REP
A1177    Oliver,S/Conaway,H    Sr. Gold Prescrip Discount Prog. - concerns   REP
A1587    Cruz-Perez,N/Prieto,V+1    Home improvement contract - concerns   REP
A1731 Aca (1R)    Munoz,E/Vas,J+1    Sex offenders - bars positions, youth org.   REP/ACA
A1803 Aca (1R)    Albano,N/Vainieri Huttle,V    Pharmacy Qual Improvement/Error Prev Act   REP/ACA
A1902    Conaway,H    Imaging ctrs. - org. delivery network   REP
A2222    Rible,D/Bramnick,J    Lock picking tools - concerns   REP
A2265 Aca (1R)    Prieto,V/Rodriguez,C+1    Security investment adviser-regis. req.   REP/ACA
A2491    Cryan,J    Franchise Practices Act - concerns   REP
A2513 Aca (1R)    Johnson,G/DeAngelo,W    Community Food Pantry Fd-vol. contrib.   REP/ACA
A2614 Aca (1R)    Rodriguez,C/Schaer,G    Interst. Insur Product Reg Compact-estab.   REP/ACA
A2617 Aca (1R)    Oliver,S/Evans,E+3    Child support - concerns   REP
A2693 Aca (1R)    Spencer,L/Coutinho,A    Sports entertainment proj exemp prop tax   REP/ACA
A2706/2738/2741 Acs (ACS)    Conners,J/Love,S    Scrap metal bus. - impose new req.   REP/ACS
A2722 Aca (1R)    Vas,J/Greenwald,L    Corp. bus. tax-elim throwout of receipts   REP/ACA
A2734 Aca (1R)    Caputo,R/Coutinho,A+1    Ads. cert.-concerns products sale   REP/ACA
A2760 AcaAca (2R)    Pou,N/Evans,E+5    Court Security Enhancement Fd. - estab.   REP/ACA
A2765 AcaAca (2R)    Coutinho,A/Spencer,L    MV rentals/cert. mun. impose tax   REP/ACA
A2876 Aca (1R)    Chiappone,A/Watson Coleman,B    Hosp.-concerns closure   REP/ACA
A3003 Aca (1R)    Love,S/Lampitt,P    Cred. card solicitation, cert-regulates   REP/ACA
A3011    Prieto,V/Rodriguez,C    Dentists, cert-prov continuing ed credit   REP
A3075    Johnson,G/Rible,D+1    Health club swimming pools - concerns   REP
A3101 Aca (1R)    Watson Coleman,B/Cruz-Perez,N+2    Co. Homelessness Trust Fds. - co. create   REP/ACA
A3170    Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V    Traffic ticket surcharge - fd. St DNA prog   REP
A3181    Moriarty,P    Barbering/hairstyling-create limited lic   REP
A3268    Spencer,L/Schaer,G    Banking-concerns   REP
A3270/3290 Acs (ACS)    Milam,M/Albano,N    Med. waste viol.-revoke health prof. lic.   REP/ACS
A3276    Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+1    Machine gun possession - upgrade crime   REP
A3317 Aca (1R)    Prieto,V/Biondi,P+1    Electrical contracting permit - concerns   REP/ACA
A3354 Aca (1R)    Greenstein,L/Watson Coleman,B    Uniform Securities Law-viol., addl penal   REP/ACA
A3366 Aca (1R)    Milam,M/Albano,N    Uniform Securities Law - treble damages   REP/ACA
A3367    Albano,N/Milam,M    Uniform Securities Law - civil penal   REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

A3376    Moriarty,P/Voss,J+17    Homestead prop. tax reimb.-income elig.    REP
A3377    Schaefer, G/Fisher, D+14    Main St. Bus. Asst. Prog.-estab.; $50M    REP
A3379    Rumpf, B/Conaway, H    Sch. children-estab prog, avoid drug use    REP
AR86    Conaway, H/Conners, J+1    Amer. Diabetes Mo.-recog. November 2008    REP
AR133    Aca (1R)    Smith, L/Ramos, R+10    Birth records, electronic-concerns    REP/ACA
AR138    Caputo, R/Coutinho, A+1    Energy drinks-reg., conduct ed. campaign    REP
AR162    Cryan, J/Cruz-Perez, N    Retail merchants-negotiate fees    REP
AR165    DeAngelo, W/Scalera, F+18    Low-Income Home Energy Asst. Prog.    REP
S532    Aca (1R)    Girgenti, J/Bucco, A+5    Sex offenders-bars positions, youth org.    REP/ACA
S693    ScAca (2R)    Cunningham, S/Rice, R    Hosp.-concerns closure    REP/ACA
S1304    Girgenti, J/Turner, S+2    Machine gun possession-upgrade crime    REP
S1560    Sca (1R)    Turner, S    Child support-concerns    REP
S1781    ScSaAca (3R)    Connors, C/Girgenti, J    Scrap metal dealers-concerns    REP/ACA

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A2233    Cryan, J/Coutinho, A+17    Second Chance Council-estab.    REP REF AAP
A2589    Aca (1R)    McKeon, J/Chiappone, A    Parking structures-concerns devel, finan    REP/ACA REF AAP
A2599    Acs (ACS)    Burzichelli, J/Fisher, D    Loc. option taxes, cert.-concerns    REP/ACS REF AAP
A2735    Aca (1R)    Smith, L/Wisniewski, J+4    Criminal background checks-concerns    REP/ACA REF AAP
A3368    Aca (1R)    Conaway, H    Electronic Health Info. Tech. Fd.-estab.    REP/ACA REF AAP
A3373    Diegnan, P/Lampitt, P    NJ STARS, NJ STARS II Prog.-revises    REP REF AAP

Bills Reported Referred/AFI:

A1939    Aca (1R)    Conaway, H/Watson Coleman, B    Health Insur. Connector Act    REP/ACA REF AFI

Bills Reported Referred/AJU:

A2858    Cryan, J/Prieto, V+1    Civil actions-concerns limitations    REP REF AJU
A3073    Aca (1R)    Munoz, E/Albanino, N+3    Ricci’s Law-ignition interlock devices    REP/ACA REF AJU

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A2975    AcaSca (2R)    Cryan, J/Moriarty, P+8    Emp. contracts, cert.-review, approval

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S70    Rice, R    Charter sch. bd. of trustee memb-concern    REF AED
S110    Sca (SCS)    Weinberg, L/Buono, B+1    Sch emp/bus driv-revise crim hist checks    REF AED
S336    Kean, S/Adler, J+2    Fishing gear on artificial reefs-proh.    REF AAN
S630 Aca (1R)    Vitale, J+1    Sr. tenants-concerns rent control    REF AHO
S802    Sweeney, S/O’Toole, K+4    Deer hunting w/bow & arrow-auth. Sundays    REF AAN
S856    Kyrillos, J/Girgenti, J+2    Law enforcement off. impersonation-crime    REF ALP
S1082    Ciesla, A/Van Drew, J+1    Parking-concerns    REF ATU
S1175    Rice, R    After sch. activities-concerns    REF AED
S1374    Vitale, J/Madden, F    Sept. 11 Remembrance Day-desig.    REF ASG
S2062    Stack, B/Cunningham, S+1    Sr. cit. prop. tax-estab. grace periods    REF AAP
S2127    Sca (1R)    Codey, R/Turner, S+2    Sch. dist. emp.-concerns tuition asst.    REF AED
S2252    Buono, B/Allen, D+1    Heritage Tourism Task Force-concerns    REF ACE
SCR98    Allen, D/Madden, F+1    Prematurity Awareness Mo.-declares Nov.    REF AHE
SJR27    Van Drew, J    Sunset Lake Hydrofest-Gov’s cup Series    REF ATG
SJR60    Sca (1R)    Kean, T/Baroni, B    Pregnancy & Infant Loss Remembrance Day    REF AHE

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S2130    Codey, R/Buono, B+5    Corp. bus. tax operating loss-concerns
S2162    Sca (1R)    Cunningham, S+1    Wastewater treatment sys-concerns grants
SJR31    Sca (1R)    Madden, F/Girgenti, J+1    Drunk Driv. Awareness Mo-Dec. of each yr
Bills Recommitted:

A281 Aca Aca (2R)  Schaer, G/Burzichelli, J+4  Foreclosure Rescue Fraud Prev. Act  RCM AFI

Bills Transferred:

A2265 Aca Aca (1R)  Prieto, V/Rodriguez, C+1  Security investment adviser-regis. req.  FROM AFI TO ALP
A3183 Moriarty, P  Barbering/hairstyling-create limited lic.  FROM ACO TO ARP
S693 Sca Aca Aca (2R)  Cunningham, S/Rice, R  Hosp.-concerns closure  FROM AHO TO AHE
S1781 Sca Sca Sca Aca (3R)  Connors, C/Girgenti, J  Scrap metal dealers-concerns  FROM ACO TO ARP

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A1432  Fisher, D  Sales representatives-concerns  FROM ACO

Co-Sponsors Added:

A121  (Chivukula, U)  Smart Container Act
A263  (Wagner, C)  St. off./emp.-concerns mileage reimb.
A281 Aca Aca (2R)  (Diegnan, P)  Foreclosure Rescue Fraud Prev. Act
A732  (Quijano, A)  Alco. bev. lic., cert.-concerns
A836  (Outinho, A)  Primary care practitioners-loan redemp
A1282  (Merkt, R)  Handgun permit-revises procedures
A1563  (Casagrande, C)  Stalking-concerns
A1669  (O'Scanlon, D)  Deer hunting w/bow & arrow-auth. Sundays
A1688  (Voss, J)  Recreational veh. as housing-clarifies
A1719  (Vainieri Huttle, V)  Jessica Lunsford Act
A1731 Aca Aca (1R)  (Angelini, M)  Sex offenders-bars positions, youth org.
A1745  (Quijano, A)  Emerg. shelters, temp.-concerns
A2265 Aca Aca (1R)  (Ramos, R)  Security investment adviser-regis. req.
A2272  (Giblin, T)  Security fraud-viol. consumer fraud act
A2446  (Handlin, A)  Elected off., cert.-elim health care benf
A2472  (Rumana, S)  Disab. vet., cert.-special lic. plates
A2517 Aca Aca (2R)  (Quijano, A)  Homeownership Preserv. Act
A2889  (Munoz, E)  Personal Asst. Svcs. Prog.-concerns
A3073 Aca Aca (1R)  (Biondi, P)  Ricci's Law-ignition interlock devices
A3084  (Johnson, G)  Citizen's band radios-concerns use
A3101 Aca Aca (1R)  (Quijano, A; Oliver, S)  Co. Homelessness Trust Fds.-co. create
A3124 Aca Aca (1R)  (Vainieri Huttle, V)  Corp. bus. tax-net operating loss deduct
A3126  (McHose, A)  Local mandates-concerns
A3249  (Rooney, J)  PRFS accidental death benf.-enhances
A3282  (Lampitt, P)  Electronic transactions by St.-concerns
A3294  (Vainieri Huttle, V)  Bus. Retention, Relocation Asst. Prog.
A3360  (Casagrande, C)  Troops to College Prog.-estab
ACR103  (Van Pelt, D; Rumpf, B; Tucker, C)  Disab. Hist., Awareness Mo-desig October
ACR197  (Wolfe, D; Holzapfel, J)  Shore prot.-dedicate up to $25M
AJR101  (Quijano, A)  Denim Day for rape awareness-April 28
AR138  (Munoz, E)  Energy drinks-reg., conduct ed. campaign

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A3363  (Jasey, M)  Student truancy-concerns

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A559  (Green, J)  Admin. of oaths-concerns
A1177  (Conaway, H)  Sr. Gold Prescrip Discount Prog-concerns
A1587  (Prieto, V)  Home improvement contract-concern
A1814 Aca Aca (1R)  (Milam, M)  MV purch. and leases, cert.-concerns
A2272  (Vainieri Huttle, V)  Security fraud-viol. consumer fraud act
A2513 Aca Aca (1R)  (DeAngelo, W)  Community Food Pantry Fd-vol. contrib.
Second Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A2614 Aca (1R) (Schaer,G) Interst. Insur Product Reg Compact-estab
A2640 (Conners,J) Interst Compact Ed Opportunity Mil Child
A2695 (Munoz,E) Dextromethorphan-proh. sale to minors
A2734 Aca (1R) (Coutinho,A) Ads, cert.-concerns products sale
A3075 (Rible,D) Health club swimming pools-concerns
AR138 (Coutinho,A) Energy drinks-reg., conduct ed. campaign

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A526 (Evans,E) Sex offenders-concerns residence
A1587 (Bramnick,J) Home improvement contract-concern
A2513 Aca (1R) (Munoz,E) Community Food Pantry Fd-vol. contrib.
A2876 Aca (1R) (Munoz,E) Hosp.-concerns closure
A3005 (Munoz,E) Shelters, staff-crim. hist. check
A3101 Aca (1R) (Jasey,M) Co. Homelessness Trust Fds.-co. create
A3268 (Wisniewski,J) Banking-concerns
A3276 (Coutinho,A) Machine gun possession-upgrade crime
A3365 (Thompson,S) Court appointed special advocate prog.
AR156 (Ramos,R) Finan. insti.-enforce existing laws, reg
AR162 (Burzichelli,J) Retail merchants-negotiate fees

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A843 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Energy-related incentives-bus. apply
A2513 Aca (1R) (Evans,E) Community Food Pantry Fd-vol. contrib.
A2550 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Wind and solar fac.-concerns location
A3005 (Ramos,R) Shelters, staff-crim. hist. check
A3101 Aca (1R) (Evans,E) Co. Homelessness Trust Fds.-co. create

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2513 Aca (1R) (Conaway,H) Community Food Pantry Fd-vol. contrib.
A3101 Aca (1R) (Gusciora,R) Co. Homelessness Trust Fds.-co. create

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2513 Aca (1R) (Coutinho,A) Community Food Pantry Fd-vol. contrib.
A3366 (Greenstein,L) Uniform Securities Law-treble damages
A3367 (Greenstein,L) Uniform Securities Law viol.-civil penal

The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointments:

*Effective October 23, 2008

New Jersey Redevelopment Authority:

B. Harold Smick, of Salem.
Harold Nafash, of Bergenfield.

Mandated Health Benefits Advisory Commission:

Ronald J. Librizzi, D.O., of Voorhees.

New Jersey Building Authority:

Dennis McNERney, of Ho-Ho-Kus.
Notes to the 10/06/2008 Digest:

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:
Assemblyman John J. Burzichelli was inadvertently added to A2722 Corp. bus. tax -elim throwout of receipts

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:
Assemblyman Gary R. Chiusano was inadvertently added to A2722 Corp. bus. tax -elim throwout of receipts

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:
Assemblywoman Alison Littell McHose was inadvertently added to A2722 Corp. bus. tax -elim throwout of receipts

The Assembly adjourned at 7:35 P.M. to meet again on Monday, October 27, 2008 (SESSION).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

A562 Acs (ACS) Dancer,R+1 St. MVs, surplus-concerns
A786 Aca w/GR (2R) Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Cigarettes, cert.-concerns
A1113 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Burzichelli,J+3 Superintendents of sch.-concerns
A1498 Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D+16 Daniel Mackay’s Law-death by mv
A2231 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Pou,N+2 Organized Retail Theft Task Force-estab.
A2232 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Coutinho,A+2 Hall of Fame project-concerns
A2731 AcaAa (2R) Wisniewski,J/Greenstein,L+13 Traffic decisions-concerns co., mun auth
A2871 Aca (1R) Love,S/Moriarty,P+11 Lease termination-domestic abuse victim
AJR60 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Lampitt,P+3 Blindness Awareness Mo-desig Oct each yr
AJR76 Aca (1R) Cryan,J/Ramos,R+6 Hispanic Heritage Mo-Sept 15 thru Oct 15

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (10/20/2008):

None